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V^alt Raitt Elected Secretary of
Student Christian Association
ENERGY AND RAPID-FIRE SPEECH

S. J. c., STOCKTON,

CALIFORNIA

March 12, 1948—No. 21

THIRTY COLLEGES SCRAMBLE
FOR FORENSIC LAURELS

mergy and rapid fire speech
bllCiBJ
"\X7 ol+"
J the characteristics of "Walt" Occupational Surrey
*7itt new Executive Secretary of
GUSS AND FANUCCHI COACH WHILE—
he Student Christian Association. Being Conducted
To be officially welcomed by
400 Poli. Sci. 10 students will
a reception to
the College at
gether with Deans Loyd Bertholf have a chance to miss their Mon
Lri Harriet E. Monroe on March day-Wednesday-Friday Poli. Sci.
l7th Mr. Raitt, or "Walt" as classes when they aid in an oc
Contestants from over 30 western colleges and universities will be welcomed to the Invitational
everyone knows him, will be hon cupational survey conducted on
Forensic Tournament during the Easter vacation, March 25, 26 and 27, as hosts of the College of
ored at a dinner of 150 -campus Monday, March 15, to determine
the Pacific and the Stockton Junior College.
leaders and advisors on Monday, by canvass all the home and busi
Fighting back and forth with words in a series of events including Debate, Oratory, Impromptu
nesses
of
metropolitan
Stockton
March 15th.
and
Extemporary speaking, PI KAPPA DELTA, the national honorary forensic fraternity, will make
Qualified through five years as the occupations, age-grouping Pacific the alternate site of the battles this year.
and
schooling
of
all
the
people
Executive Secretary of the SCA
• Mr. Edward S. Betz, national
in the community.
at Pasadena City College, Walt
They will find out what job op
was responsible there for the or
1TA, is on thePIlistKAPPA
DEL
this year
of
ganization of the Campus Relig portunities are now available to
those sending greetings to col
ious inter-faith Council, and was the young people of this commun
lege contestants. Charles M.
the first staff member of the Pas ity, and what job opportunities
Guss will coach Debating this
adena Council of Churches, serv may be open soon for the future
Communism has disappeared from Russia, said Dr. M. J. Brick- year with Coach John Fanucchi
ing as its Director of Youth con citizens of Stockton.
ley of Sacramento College speaking in Bannister Hall Wednesday handling Oratory; Leonard M.
currently with the campus posi
afternoon. The Western World's failure to realize this fact is one McKaig of Bakersfield J. C., Im
tion. When the pressure of appli
promptu; R. D. Mahaffey, of Linof the main stumbling blocks to world peace, he claimed.
cations forced the opening of New Stadium Drive
field
College, Extemporary speak
' The fundamental basis of mis
John Muir College also in Pasa Is Rolling Along
ing. Marvin M. McDow is Man
understanding
between
tbe
Sov
dena he founded the SCA at that
iet Union and the United States, ager of Debate Activities.
institution.
Five thousand folders were
intimated the Doctor while talk THE QUESTION
Graduated with the equivalent mailed recently to alumni and
ing on the International Week
The question for the debaters
of Phi Beta Kappa honors from former season ticket holders de
theme, Russian-American Aims: will be: Resolved: "That a Fed
Redlands University in 1937, he scribing the need for greater seat
Supremacy or Cooperation, lies eral World Government Should
received his B. D. from Yale Di ing capacity in Baxter's Stadium. STANFORD BLAMES
in the nature of their govern be Established." Orations may
vinity School in 1941. Before The explanation was the first
CONSERVATION
ment, not in the Russian people. be on any subject but must be
working with the student groups, step in the direction of enlarging
limited to 1,200 words; topics for
he was a YMCA Boy's Work sec the bowl.
By ALAN McALLASTER
NO APPRECIATION
Extemp will be drawn from the
retary for a total of six years in
In
addition
to
the
above
points
The fund drive will be opened
During the last few months,
general subject, "The American
San Bernardino, New Haven, Con to the general public this week
he brought out that East-West
necticut, and the San Fernando end when five-year issues of California has been suffering agreement is hindered by the Political Scene." Impromptu con
from one of the worst droughts
testants wlil be given a chance
Valley Branch.
script and box tickets go on sale in its history. The winter months, Iron Curtain and by the fact that "to blow" for five minutes on
the Russian people are led to be
Both as a student and a staff at Ward Tyler's College Pharm
during which there is usually
a given topic.
lieve that we are failing to ap
member, Walt has led an out acy, Turner Hardware, Blaney
enough rainfall so that excess
Awards will be made to all
standing career in the Student and Specken's, and the Pacific
preciate their part in the fall of
water can be stored up to last
first and second place winners
Lhnstian Movement. He was Athletic Office.
Germany and that we are frant
through the hot summer, have
with a sweepstakes cup given to
President of his college YMCA
ically manufacturing a t o m i c
been exceedingly dry this season.
the school whose contestants earn
for two years, and the Vice-Chairbombs for the sole purpose of
the most points. An award will
If the state does not receive their destruction.
®an of the Regional Student
also be given to the winners of
rain
soon,
the
current
drought
Elaborating on the Marxists-inr„As staff he 18 Chairman
may lead to catastrophic results. Russian point, he said that Com the "Forensic Follies."
fhe Southern California staff
Dr. Ernest E. Stanford, pro
OVER 30 COLLEGES
a °Up lor
YM and YW, and
Letters have been sent from fessor of botany at the College munism no longer exists in WestAcknowledgments have been
term Europe, though there may be
ember of the National Inter- Bandmaster Heisinger to all liv
of Pacific and Stockton Junior a few of its followers in the East received on invitations from the
Christian
1947-48
Council for ing groups on campus announc- College, is an authority on con
ern part of the continent, and College of Puget Sound, Long
ing this year's band frolic. This , servation. When approached on
11 is interesting to note that
with
the exile of Lenin and Trot Beach City College, Occidental
traditional event will be held the subject of the drought, Dr.
Walt is
sky actual Communism lias been College, Pasadena Junior College,
hot the only famous mem- Thursday, April 1, and Tuesday,
Stanford laid a portion of the
Pasadena City College, San Diego
6,2,'™!' His wife, Ma'ry April 6. Last possible date for blame for the present situation on displaced by a dictatorship in the
State College, Willamette Univer
Soviet.
entry is March 15.
bad water conservation.
sity, Carbon College, Reedley
— and lecturer
Kirby p
The best six stunts from the AN EAMPLE
STALIN FEARS
College and the University of
an<
^
brother John final night's performances will
Raittt ii s"
He
pointed
out
that
the
Stalin
Nevada.
As
an
example,
Dr.
Stanford
singer wb° starred
'i BmL
compete for cash prizes in the fin- mentioned the Hogan Dam in the fears most that his own people
Bakersfield Junior College, Los
ys
foothills outside of Stockton, will find him out and that the Angeles City College, Utah State
junction with a concert by the which is used mainly for flood government will not be able to College, Linfield College, Uni
Pacific Band. The first night's control. Rock formations around live up to its promises. His most versity of Oregon, Oregon State
audience will be limited to cam the dam site hindered its con desperate efforts are directed at College, University of Redlands,
pus people and the finals and struction.
keeping his people and the West Santa Barbara College, Snow Col
band concert will be open to the
The Doctor is of the opinion ern World apart. It follows that lege, St. Mary's College and Cal
general public.
that the Hogan Dam could be our problem is to get through the Tech.
Ululer thp a?ervat°ry
orchestra,
Stanford University, George
built to hold more water, and government's curtain to the Rus
Complete
freedom
will
be
al
ftr%n ,
lre°tion of Horace I.
u in
Pepperdine College, San Jose
lowed in the choice and prepara by sending it down the Calaveras sian masses.
State College, California Agricul
(Continued on Page 6)
*fore thp Jf'V6
concert tion of stunts.
(Continued on page 2)
*Uesday T. ast€r vacation next
tural College, University of San
s|« of
ne Program wHl conFrancisco, Utah Agricultural Col
fn„
Part J Ur Parts.
lege, Pomona College, San Ber
.vrniere 0
nardino Valley College, Arizona
of,TT The West Coast
^uds>L preMany greens ago in the Galtie in Lough Dilveen and that the of the levee beating on drums State College and the University
Y- 2. Lene° KoPp's Symphony
calls out to him every and singing in low gnome-tones: of New Mexico.
pp- Rifted young Mountains seated between coun serpent
enn,
Participating teams from the
's Well knn,Poser and conductor, ties Cork and Tipperary there Monday morning is still firmly "We've looked all over for snakes
HUct°r for t>n as an opera con- were 7 lakes and one of which believed by neighbors who live in the clover, and we think St. College of the Pacific and Stock
Patrick was wrong. He should ton Junior College consist of
sUmr:aWfic Music Camp, was called Lough Dilveen. It is near the Lough.
Of this story, we cannot be have chased skirts instead of the Marvin McDow and Manuel Fura ®rts n !"efs of 1946 and 1947. said that St. Patrick, when ban
serps and—that is the end of our tado; George Stokes and Robert
i"8rt win •111: Miss Miriam ishing the snakes and toads from certain.
Today there's a story that is song."
McConnell; Edward Morrison and
ne fR>m
T?lng the Air de Sa- Ireland chained a monster ser
e opera Herodiade pent telling him to remain there being told around the green frog
It may be the three little men Robert Pitman; Wilma Anderson
the
froi 1
country between counties Cala will be run out of town on their and Roberta Blakley; Jim EachY"* Ai(]aPtit°o?a Vincitor aria until Monday.
J'nedth ^_ hortly after she
The serpent every Monday veras and San Joaquin. It is said clay pipes. It may be this tale is us, Glen Smith and Hal Barrett;
e
Clifton Green and Ted Shumway;
'al1' MC s?„nservat°ry staff last morning called out in Irish, "It's that on the morning of next not true.
vart sang an entire
Rut of tins—how can we be Richard Gibson and Ralph Peder<5Stewa
a long Monday, Patrick." That Wednesday there will be three
oMinued
sen; and Marguerite Smith.
°n Page 6)
St. Patrick chained the serpent little men sitting on a high part certain?

18161

Fighting Words Fly During Easter Vacation Debate,
Oratory, Impromptu, Extemporaneous Speaking

NO COMMUNISM IN RUSSIA """"
CLAIMS DR. BRICKLEY

St

'

California Dry
Worst in History

Inf I

IDES OF MARCH END
BAND FROLIC ENTRIES
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CONCERT TUESDAY

"It's A Long Monday, Patrick," Said The Serpent in Irish
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WEEKLY DRAMA CRITIC LAUDS
PRESERT THEATRE PRODUCTION

CALIBRATI0N

By PIERCE WHEELER I

B R O W N , E N G L I S H , SETS, O U T S T A N D I N G
By LEW WELCH
There will be few opportunities to see Shakespearian drama
performed with the excellence displayed by the Pacific Players in
their current production of Richard HI.
DeMarcus Brown has directed the play, one which presents
a myriad of productional difficulties, with an admirable sensitivity
for mood and pace.
Mr. Brown and Anthony Reid,»—
who designed the superb stage carrie(J off wjth admirable and
set, have utilized the closely kit contlnult
writing and the scenario-like
y of dramatic build. The
quality of the swift scene credit for the success of the perchanges by designing a stage of formance goes largely to the fine
beauty, simplicity and facility, direction of DeMarcus Brown
and by using the effects of light- who hag constructed the scene
ing and incidental music with ad
mirable taste.
i changes in such a way that they
ENGLISH DOMINATES
jseem to almost over-lap in a near
However, if the production can montaee effect- This accounts Glen Armstrong, Stan Miller, George Weddell, and Professor Wal
be said to be dominated by any,for the fact that the len^th of lace working on an experiment for calibration of highly sensitive
one member of the cast and di- the Play- almost three hours- is hydraulic gauges in new Engineering Building.
recting staff, that one is Robert !at no time a conscious element
English who plays the title role. t0 the onlooker (which is more
English portrays the dictator than can be sa|d about many of
Richard with an artistry that tbe current flicks),
proves him again to be one of the
most polished actors that has DROUGHT HITS—
ever been a member of the
'Continued from page 1)
$20,000 MATERIAL TESTING LAB
theater group at Pacific, and River and the Mormon Slough,
places him in our mind as being could thereby supply the Central
Pacific's newly-reorganized Engineering Department, offering a
among the most satisfying per Valley north and south of Stock major in Civil Engineering, is well settled in its new classrooms
formers on any stage, amateur ton with much more water than and work on its new $20,000 Material Testing Laboratory is pro
or professional, that has come it has been receiving. All this gressing rapidly.
within our frame of reference. would have to be done under
One piece of equipment to be^
His performance could hardly strict conservation laws.
soon installed in the new lab culum of these schools. In addi
have been improved upon.
MAIN CROPS
CAST ADEQUATE
"The main crops that have been oratory is a Universal Testing tion , Pacific Civil Engineering
The remainder of the cast of affected by the drought are those Machine, which is capable of ap students are finding their techni
40 was always more than ade- j that depend on irrigation," stated plying 100 tons of force—either cal courses well balanced by
quate, and in some cases, I am Dr. Stanford, "such as the wal- tension or compression, to con many liberal arts courses.
Wallace is a graduate of Brook
thinking particularly of the job1 nut, peach and cherry orchards, crete, steel, or any other struc
lyn Polytechnic Institute, where
turned in by Byron Meyer and The lack of water also affects tural material being tested.
Patty Lou Peters, were excel-1 the herds of cattle and sheep,
Also planned for construction he received his Bachelor of Civil
lent. Byron Meyer, as Lord The herds are hungry because the this summer is a new hydraulics Engineering and Master of Civil
Buckingham, Richard's accom- grass is not growing as it should, laboratory. Both labs are being Engineering degrees.
plice in his rise to the throne, has and what there is of it is dried designed by Mr. Felix A. Wallace,
He has been on the Engineer
done a job that ranks well be- up. Some industries are affected who is director of the department. ing Department staff at the Car
side his excellence in "The Glass also, such as the fiberboard fac
negie Institute of Technology,
Menagerie." Patty Lou Peter's tory and the canneries, which NOT ACCREDITED
where he also has made consid
Lady Anne was beautifully done, use a large quantity of water."
Since about 1924, COP has had erable progress towards his Doc
and showed her beauty and act
Dr. Stanford said that in order a Civil Engineering Department. tor's degree. He is a member of
ing ability very well.
to obtain water the farmers are However, graduates have always Tau Beta Pi, National Engineer
The fault to be found in most drilling wells deeper than they been seriously handicapped by the ing Honorary Fraternity, the
amateur productions of the works ever have before. Some wells fact that the course was never American Society of Civil Engi
of Shakespeare, the tendency to have been dug as deep as 100 accredited by the Engineers' neers, National Society of Profes
ward slow movement and confus feet, and the underground sup Joint Council. One of the goals sional Engineers, and American
ion of plot, was not to be found ply is being pumped out faster of Dr. Burns, COP president, has Society for Engineering Educa
in this production. The rather than nature can supply it.
been to get this course accredited. tion.
complex series of events that lead
It seems as if this goal may be
up to the climax of the play are
Patronize Our Advertisers!
achievable in the not too distant
future.
Wallace is well acquainted with
the curriculum of such well es
PACIFIC MARKET
tablished and recognized engineer
QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
ing schools as M.I.T., Carnegie
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
Tech, and Cal-Tech. He is pat
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
terning much of the curriculum of
his department after the curri

Engineering Department
At Work on New Building

CAN WE BEAT
SAN JOSE
AGAIN?

GIRLS-

Members of the Ex. Committee
are a bit worried about the small
number of PSA cards so far sola
If more cards are not sold it is pCJS'
sible that a cut in the number of
activities will be necessary. qL
increase the desirability of oWo.
ing a card, Thursday night dances
may be re-inaugurated.
The Constitution committee
whose job it is to draw up the
new code for the federated student body, will meet for the first
time Wednesday, in Dean Betz"
office.
"Cavalcade of California" was
suggested as the theme for the
Mardi Gras parade by Deans
Watson and Betz and was ap.
proved by the Ex-Com.
A report on the money owed
the school by the V. A. brought
out the fact that the PSA office
in the new student union will cost
20,000. Fifteen thousand dollars
will be collected from the V. A.
and the rest will be borrowed!
from the student lounge fund.
PSA offices and concessions
will be built first; the lounge will
be built later when more money
has been raised.
The new bulletin board may
soon appear.

Student Conduct
Concerns S.A.C.
Last Monday's meeting of the
Student Affairs Committee was j
called to consider a problem
which has a direct bearing on
future Mardis Gras celebrations,
namely, student conduct.
The problem has been dropped,
naturally enough, right into the
collective laps of the students by
the Administration. However ex
aggerated reports may have been
on last years celebration, it was
generally conceded that drastic
measures must be taken in order
to alleviate more damage to stu
dent reputation by thoughtless
students or maliciously wagging
tongues.

It was rather generally ackowledged that the question was not
how to expell inebriates from the
dance, but, in plain words, to
make sure neither drunks nor po
tential drunks be allowed en
trance.

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTIZERS!

For JC and COP Students

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Pacific Institute of Philosophy

JUST RECEIVED

SPALDINGS—

BETWEEN SEMESTERS
At Lake Tahoe, June 13-20

LOAFERS, Brown
WHITE BUCKS
SADDLES, Brown and White
LOAFERS, Red with Crepe Soles

I would like to join J. H. Randall, Jr., Radslov Tsanoff, and Carlos Wood in the
study of the discrepancy between Technological and Moral development. I enclose
an advance reservation deposit of $5.00, to be applied to my account.
•TOTAL COST is $40.
This includes hoard and
room, $20; tuition for
one unit, if desired,
$12.50; Institute f e e ,
$7.50. Full GI benefits
also including subsist
ence, are available.

Wo/id
SPORT SHOP
Coehy £Jxy£f~"
129 E. WEBER

EX-C0M

NameAddress
"A

College
Major

Do you want credit

yearAre you a veteranIf so, 1 or 2 units.

Because of the immediate response to preliminary announcements of Pacific Philosophy Institute, April 10 has
been fixed as the first closing date. At that time all applications received by then will be screened, and remain
ing available places determined. Send applications to: W. D. Nietmann, College of the Pacific, Stockton 27, Cali
fornia.

DIAL 2-2297

[L
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Everyman Treads Chapel Boards
In Broadway to Athens Cycle
Morris Chapel will serve as the setting of the famed morality
play "Everyman" when it Is presented by the Pacific Studio Players
Wednesday night at 8:00 o'clock, continuing the cycle of plays
"from Broadway to Athens." A second performance will be pre
sented on Thursday evening, March 18.
• Opening on St. Patrick's Day,
the religious drama is directed by
Belle of Archania
Shirley Frost, well known to Pacificites for her recent charac
Soon to be Chosen
terization of Laura in "The Glass
The eighth Belle of Archania
Menagerie."
Cast in the title role is Gene
The engagement of Lyn Gibson the box of chocolates at the close will be chosen on Wednesday
evening, March 17, by the mem
and Henry Daily was announced of the Sunday dinner.
The California History Foun McCabe, versatile Pacific player.
bers of the Alpha Kappa Phi. In dation is sponsoring a study tour Now a senior student, McCabe
February 29 as a surprise to the
The romance began a year ago
members of the Pacific Cooper when they were assigned to wash the spring of 1942 the first Belle of California's Franciscan Mis has appeared in many Little
ative House with the passing of ing dishes together as a regular was chosen, and since then six sions during Easter vacation Theatre productions, including
other rushees have been honored.
Dr. Clitterhouse," "Yellow Jack
Co-op duty. Henry is president The choice for last semester was from March 20th to 27th.
et," and "King Richard III," and
of the Co-op this semester, while Patricia Giotonini.
Tiie tour will cover hundreds was the hit of the assembly re
Lyn, although still a member of
of miles over one of America's cently with his portrayal of the
The Belle will be chosen follow most beautiful highways and
the Association, lives at 1130 Elmvillain in "She Was Only a
ing a program of entertainment eight days among historical mon
wood in Stockton.
Farmer's Daughter."
by
the
three
sororities
and
their
uments of a romantic age, and
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
McCabe will be seen with such
host, Alpha Kappa Phi.
will afford a splendid opportun drama students as Charles Hoist,
V. C. Gibson of Glendale, Lyn
ity to survey Spain's contribution Robert Culp, Arthur Venable,
is an English major and will take
to our civilization.
her elementary teaching creden
Tony Reid, Rob Dickerson, Don
Management of the trip will be Cross, Reba Watterson, Bettie
tial work at Pacific. She grad
under Dr. G. A. Werner, Director Gall, Frank Piceno, Carolyn How
uated from Glendale Junior Col
lege before coming here, and has
On March 3, Beta, Beta, Beta, of Tours, and the lectures will ard, David Gerber, Janet Thienes,
been active in the Methodist the national honorary Biological be given by Dr. Rockwell D. Bill Glaves and Beth Warner.
Youth Fellowship in both North fraternity, held a regular meet Hunt, Director of the California
The play deals with death.
Everyman, summoned by Death,
ing to discuss plans for a trip Foundation.
ern and Southern California.
The group will go via Pacific appeals to various life-long com
'Hank" is now majoring in Re to Placerville on May 1. The
panions to accompany him on his
ligious Education, and plans to guest speaker for the evening Greyhound chartered buses.
pilgrimage to the grave. One
was
Dean
L.
M.
Bertholf,
the
na
enter the field of consumer co
by one Fellowship, Kindred,
operatives immediately following tional president of Tri Beta. His
Strength, Beauty, and the others
J his graduation. He is the son topic for the evening was the
desert him, and Good-Deeds alone
1 of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Daily, national organization of Tri Beta.
is
with him, faithful to the end.
Sr., of Temple, Texas, and has
Vivian Schomberg has been
KAEO, Pacific's campus sta
The A Cappella Choir will pro
LYN
been active in the Grace Meth elected Secretary-Treasurer of the tion, spends two of its three hours
odist Church youth fellowship.
organization and Jean Schlosser on the air Sunday evening pre vide the music. One of the num
bers will be "The Lord's Prayer."
senting transcribed semi-classical
No date has been set for the was elected Historian.
Newman Club to Have wedding.
'and classical music. From 7:15
TUESDAY CHAPEL
to 8:15 the music comes from
SORORITY RUSHING
Communion Breakfast
Series: "Experience Shows."
; Following a week of infor the college FM station. From Subject: "Perservance is Suc
FACULTY RECITAL
mal dinners by the sororities, 9:00 to 10:00 are played the Co
The members of the Newman
cess."
If one person had four hands Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Tau lumbia Masterworks.
Club will hold their annual Len
Speaker: Dr. Bertholf, Dean of
and these hands could all play Kappa
Kappa, and Alpha
The Columbia Masterworks
the College of the Pacific.
ten Communion Breakfast this the piano, it is doubtful if they
Theta Tau, the next event in records are sent to the college [ Music: Stockton Junior Col
coming Sunday at St. Mary's could produce any more well- the rushing schedule will be for the use of the station and the
lege Glee Club.
Church.
timed and carefully integrated the preference dinner tomor professors. The library is grow
music than did Miss Mary Bowl row evening. To culminate the ing each week, and there are two
At this week's meeting the
ing and Mr. Edward Shadbolt rushing for this semester the files available so that records may
Newman Club members were hon
last Tuesday evening, when they pledges will receive their bids be found rapidly: a title file and
ored by being addressed by Fath
placed four selections of music next Wednesday, March 17.
a composer file.
er F. Philip Aggeler, Redempt
The faculty of the college is in
Missionary. Father Aggeler is for four hhnds at one piano. A
noted for his work in conducting well-arranged program of Mozart, Bowling's to be performed at the vited to use the records. They
Brahms, Debussy and Bowling Conservatory. Last year her Con may be taken out on loan, or
• Anne Novena services in
was
played with equal fervor and cert Piece for Piano and Orches played in the station.
ockton and other cities in the
feeling.
United States.
tra was performed with Miss
The radio log for the week is
The last piece of music to be Bowling doing the solo work. printed in this issue.
The club members have started performed was a composition
a medicine drive to help the needy written by Miss Bowling express
Gb'na'
" F E L L A S "
U the
The medicine ly for this program. It consisted
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
sample"
medicine
.in ,
f"meuiuuie that
max of theme, arabesquas and tocca
ors are continually receiving. ta, written in the modern idiom;
Gfrge was appoint*! all vibrant and virile. This is the
eh
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
man of the drive.
second original work of Miss
Phone 2-6550

Lyn Gibson-Hank Daily, Engaged
Co-operative Members Get News

WERNER HEADS
MISSION TOUR
WRING EASTER

Beta, Beta, Beta,
Hold Meeting-

Records! Records!
Records!

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

?r

SUNDAY CHAPEL

MANY PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE

8 Wi'h 'he SpMt °f
"''"lenten"se
II,„ o,
ason, the topic for
be •n"' 3'V Chapel service will
with Dr'V thC Crossroads,"
The
. • er"er as the speaker.

SPP

A-

M wiMeDWin

dent Leader
Un,l'l

AdH]'' in6

V;ifation

be held at 11:00

J°neS 35

S,U"

the last service
after the Easter

-GIFTS-

^'REGISTERED

FOR YOU
TO CHOOSE FROM
— at —

Walter's House
of Gifis
2119 Pacific Ave.

e 2-2112;;
Phone
2-2112

(7)<uu|!o
J su
JEWELRY CO., and Heirloom

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING
r,a <a-Delucchi Co
AmJ>rican

E

and Channel

OELIVER DAILY

This coupon worth $3.50 on
any Cold Waves—7:50 up
All permanent waves are su
pervised by a special licensed
instructor.
Come in for a
Free Hair Analysis

STOCKTON
SCHOOL OF BEAUTY
Corner California & Market
DIAL 3-5528

JU

(TUU

"HEIRLOOM" is a Registered
Trade Name of the ROGERS
Diamonds can be seen Only at
ROGERS.

"LYRIC" Genuine Registered
Heirloom Blue-White Diamond
Ring Duet. Set in Yellow or

FRIENDLY BUDGET TERMS White Gold.

$97.50

Corner of
MAIN and
SUTTER
2019 PACIFIC AVE.
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TIGER NETMEN IN HOME STAND
Juco Nine, Swimmers In Saturday Contests
BENGALS FACE BRONCOS
ON DIAMOND AND COURT
Striped Cats Nine
Lose Initial Tilt

RED ROOKIES ROUTED
A heavy clouting Pacific
nine battered six Modesto
Red pitchers for 14 hits, in
cluding two home runs and
five doubles, in downing
rookies of the Butter City
pros 19-14. Don Brown and
Pete Chalmers both rapped
four-ply swats; Jim Torvick
got a pair of 2-baggers and
a single in four trips; Mon
roe and Adkins each doubled.

By DAVE GERBER
The College of Pacific nine will
travel to Santa Clara University
today for the Tigers' first game
under the arcs. Still spoiling
from defeat at the hands of St.
Mary's last week, COP will be
gunning for its first victory.
STAN TO CHUCK
Pitching chores for the evening
will probably fall on the arms of
Stan McWilliams and Bill McFarland. Jerry Haines will be on
deck for possible fireman duty.

VARSITY NETTERS
WALLOP SPARTANS

Oak Park Is Scene of
Tomorrow's Match
By TED COLLINS
Pacific and Santa Clara renew
their colorful intercollegiate
sports rivalry tomorrow morning
on the Oak Park courts, when the
Tigers and Broncos meet in the
field of tennis. This match is
slated for 10:30 a. m. and is free
to the public. Next Wednesday
the Bengals travel to Moroga for
a clash with the St. Mary's Gaels.
No. 1 man on the visiting Bron
co net squad is A1 Martin, who
helped quarterback the Broncos
to their thrilling 21-20 win over
the COP eleven last fall. Meeting
Martin in the feature event will
be either Don Hamilton or Hank
Pfister. In the number 2 slot for
Santa Clara is Roy Oakes, an
other top-flight player.
Coach Phil Garlington an
nounced the following probable
lineup for his Bengals as follows:
Hamilton or Pfister at either
number 1 or 2, Clint Arbuckle or
Ted Collins at either 3 or 4, Kent
Ellsworth at number 5 and prob
ably A1 Levy at the number 6'
position. Pfister-Hamilton and
Collins-Arbuckle will compose the
first two doubles teams while the
third team will consist of Ells
worth and one of the following
three men: Hugh Oglesby, A1
Levy or Lowell Jensen.
The Pacific net squad, five out
of the first six men were COP or
SJC basketball players this win
ter, will be favored over both the
Broncos and Gaels. While COP
was opening their season with a
6-3 win over San Jose. Santa
Clara was dropping their opener
to a strong Stanford squad 8-1.

The 1948 Pacific tennis squad
was unveiled last Saturday morn
ing when the Bengals took up
where they left off last year by
whipping San Jose State Spartans
PITCHER JESS HAINES
six matches to three on the Prune
City courts. Coach Phil Garling- Tigers did everything but outton's netters swept the first four score the Gaels, which is what
singles matches and the first two they pay off on. COP, playing
doubles events while the hosts errorless ball, made three runs
managed to cop the fifth and on 14 hits, giving up no walks.
sixth singles and third doubles St. Mary's capitalized on their
hitting, netting six runs on 12
contest.
In the feature match of the day, hits. They gave up four walks
The camera caught BOB TURNER ready to deliver his hard
Don Hamilton blasted off Gene and committed two errors.
right cross to the jaw of Panther Tom Clayton. Seconds later
Franco in straight sets 6-2, 6-4 GAELS BLAST
the Modestan tagged Turner with a stumbling blow that pro
They exploded loudly in the
i in the number 1 singles event.
duced the fateful knockdown. Clayton won by a narrow decision
first inning, rapping Bronzan for
Steady
Hank
Pfister
whipped
Don
and the visitors took the match 6—1.
McKenzie by identical scores, four runs on nine hits. In the
while Clint Arbuckle defeated second stanza, the Gaels tapped
Dave Parnay 6-4, 6-4. In the long Lou for one more run. McFarest match of the day, Ted Collins land took over for the last half
spilled Ed Terry 6-3, 8-10, 6-3. of the game and exhibited fine
In the doubles Pfister and Hamil form in checking the Gaels to one
ton defeated the Franco-McKenzie run on one hit.
Stockton JC mermen open their
In their first intercollegiate team 6-2, 6-4, while Collins-ArBengal batters hit the Moranine-meet schedule against the wetting of the season, the Tiger buckle
defeated Parnay and gans' Canfield quite freely but
The Santa Clara Frosh nine
San Francisco State College Gat swim squad bested St. Marys mer Terry 6-4, 6-3.
they left 15 men stranded on the journeys to Stockton tomorrow
ors in the Pacific Plunge tomor men 60-18 in the Pacific Plunge
San Jose wins were turned in base paths. In the top of the first to battle the Cubs, who will he
last Tuesday afternoon
row afternoon at 4 P. M.
by Chet Bulwa who defeated after Chalmers' and Brown's making their second appearance
Of the eight events included in Kent Ellsworth 6-4, 1-6, 6-2 in the singles, McCormick scored Pete in quest of their first victory.
After two warm-up engage
ments with the Sacramento YMCA the day's competition, the Gaels number five singles match with with a long fly ball. The fourth The Jucos will meet the Baby
and the COP varsity, Bill Anttil- placed first in only two, the 220 Jim Waterman defeating COP's looked like the big one, when Broncs on the Oak Park diamond
a's charges appear at their full and 440, Bill Villiers winning Hugh Oglesby 6-2, 6-3. Bulwa and Bronzan drove in Monroe and Se- at 2:00
strength. The Cubs are again both. Bob Steel showed remark Waterman then teamed to defeat gale with a single. The rally
Veto Ramirez, though percept"
heavy favorites to defend the able early season form in win Ellsworth and Oglesby 6-3, 0-6, 9-7 fizzled when a Tiger went down ibly tired from lack of condition
swinging with the bases loaded. ing, flashed winning form in Sat
Northern California Junior Col ning both sprints with his usual in a tight doubles eYent.
ease. "Stainless Steel" w a s
This win definitely tabs the MONROE GETS FOUR
lege Conference Championship.
urday's opener by notching fi*e
The big guns for Pacific were strikeouts in six innings. ..The exclocked at 24.3 in the 50 yard Bengals as favorites to defend
Sparking the Jucos' attack will dash.
their CCAA crown next May in Monroe, who blasted four hits in Stockton Hi and Atwater star
be sensational Bill Phillips, the
San Luis Obispo. Complete re five at bat, Don Brown, and Son yielded only four hits during h's
Joe
Wilson
got
the
nod
over
speedy sprinter from Berkeley,
sults follow:
Adkins, the latter two getting a stretch on the mound.
Gene Nyquist, backstroker from his teammate Ken Mork in the
Hamilton (P) d. Franco (SJ) pair of hits apiece.
closest
race
of
the
meet,
the
150
Wes Miller, the hard-hitting
North Sacramento, and diver Jim
Reliable Lou Bronzan just had frosh from Santa Rosa, blasted
6-2 6-4; Pfister (P) d. McKenzie
yard
backstroke.
Wilson
was
Stackhouse. Phillips was clocked
(SJ) 6-2 6-4; Arbuckle (P) d. one of those days and should two doubles and a single in the
at 5 seconds for the 50 yard timed at 1:53.8, Mork clocked at
Parnay (SJ) 6-4 6-4; Collins (P) bounce back as dangerous as ever second game. Because of his trus
1:54.
sprint in the Sacto meet.
The Bengals placed 1-2 in fan d. Terry (SJ) 6-3 8-10 6-3; Bulwa in his next outing. As soon as ty bat and fine arm the former
Nyquist recorded a 1:06.9 in cy diving, Hal Bronfin winning (SJ) d. Ellsworth (P) 6-4 1-6 6-2; the team gets into the habit of infielder may be given garden
the opening meet and followed and Daren McGavern taking sec Waterman (SJ) d. Oglesby (P) crossing home plate more often, duty in the future.
with an 1:06.6 in the COP meet ond.
6-2 6-2. Doubles, Pfister-Hamil- their plight should improve. So
The starting infield for tomor
for his two efforts in the 100 yd
ton (P) d. Franco-McKenzie (SJ) spake the Oracle.
row's encounter will prboably
Tuesday's
results:
300
medley;
backstroke. Both of these marks
6-2 6-4; Collins-Arbuckle (P) d.
remain unchanged with Don Mad
better College of Pacific swim won by COP, Mork, McMillen, Parnay-Terry (SJ) 64- 6-3; Waterden
on first, Albano at second.
records, but because of Gene's French; 220 freestyle; Villiers, man-Bulwa (SJ) d. EllsworthGhelli covering the hot cornerSt.
Marys;
50
freestyle;
Steel,
Oglesby (P) 6-3 0-6 9-7.
status on the JC team his mark
and Chuck Davis stationed at
will only be entered on Junior COP; Fancy diving: Bronfin,
short.
Leighton, Heath, Gebardt,
COP; 100 freestyle: Steel, COP;
College records.
On Jan. 1, 1948, there were
and
Miller
should draw the out
150 backstroke: Wilson COP; 200
field assignments. The starting
Leading middle-distance swim breaststroke: Wright, COP; 440 6,055 vets of W. W. II studying
batteries will consist of pitchers
mer for the Cubs is Chuck Moore freestyle: Villiers, St. Marys; 400 in 42£ schools and colleges in 44
Veto Ramirez and Boh Grunsk'
who swims both the 220 and 440 relay: won by COP, McMillen, foreigh countries under the pro
visions of the American Legion- j
freestyle.
with Lawrence Gentry behind
French, Boyd and Steel.
sponsored GI Bill of Rights.
i
the plate.

Juco Mermen
Meet Gators

Tiger Mermen
Win Over SM

JUCO NINE TO PLAY
SANTA CLARA FR0SH

GOP BOXERS

AT MODESTO
TUESDAY
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jgcos Title Dream
Smashed by Mateans
CUBS

COP

Division

Crown

Intramural Track Bengal Swimmers
Southward Bound
Finals Today
By JOE STANISLAWSKY
This afternoon will conclude

With one swimming meet gone

V.n Sweet's caging Cubs, who events in the annual intramural by the boards, the Tigers are in
the B Division crown
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BENGAL BEATS
By NORM RITTER

the southland this weekend for
If the attractiveness of the soliciting circular is any factor,
their first competition outside the Athletic Manager BOB MONAGAN should encounter little sales
local pool this season.
resistance to his stadium script. The inducement to subscribe for
This afternoon at 4 o'clock, the orders of script, which is to be used to enlarge present seating
Tigers will be in San Luis Obispo facilities in Baxter Stadium, goes out to prospective buyers on
for a duel meet with Cal Poly. glossy paper studded with pictures.
From San Luis, the Bengals take
The one-page bronchure features a photo of EDDIE LE BARON
off to Westwood where Coach in the upper right hand corner. Surrounding an enticing article
Kjeldsen will send his team enumerating the many reasons for buying script are shots of
sparked the Bulldogs to wins of
against the UCLA Bruins tomor COACH LARRY and his team in action in the Raisin Bowl. The
Since no previous track letter- row afternoon.
48-38 and 50-41.
whole thing is done in contrasting orange and black on the afore
men are allowed to participate,
mentioned glossy white—a tribute to the department and the artist,
DRIGGS
OUT
ROAD GAME DISASTROUS
several freshmen sensations from
When this article went to press CARROLL DOTY.
It was the losing effort in San Boy Thompson's Juco
cinder
We all hope that the immortal words of W. Shakespeare rela
Mateo last Friday which took so squad are expected to dominate it was doubtful if Don Driggs,
much sting out of the Cub attack. today's competition. The hurdling the CCAA 440 and 220-yard tive to its being "darkest just before the dawn" applies to the
The Bulldogs, smugly situated in of Don Brooks, prize recruit from champ, would be able to compete athletic status quo on the campus. Though none will deny that
the scant confines of their crac Mt. Diablo High School, will be this weekend because of a recent the school year has thus far been most successful, last weekend
If Driggs is out, the was far off standard.
ker-box gym, simply ran away an important factor in the suc illness.
with the ball game, taking a 20-11 cess of the Quonset Warriors. Tigers will probably use Ken
With everyone losing in their initial outings save the COP
lead at half-time.
Also abeting the Warriors cause Mork in the 440 and Stan Wright tennis squad, the picture was black indeed. However, things began
in the 220.
to look up by Tuesday as CHRIS KJELDSEN'S mermen swam
Saturday's tilt was a somewhat will be middle-distance runner
Little is known about the oppo all over the men from Moraga 60-18. All conceded that the absence
different story as the Cubs hosted Ken Butler.
sition, but one can hazard a guess of DON DRIGGS meant losing the two middle-distance events,
the Bulldogs in the Pacific Gym.
Thompson tabs San Rafael's that Cal Poly will be easiest of the only Gael wins of the day.
The locals led throughout the first
Bob Richesin as a budding won- the two teams the Tigers face this
half and through 12 minutes of der in the two mile. Others who weekend.
However, STEEL'S dazzling 24.3 struck an optimistic note in
the minds of all onlookers—a great performance during mid-season,
the second period. Then the in make the Warriors a favorite in
Of interest to swimming fans
its significance was doubled by the early date on which it was
vaders knotted the count at 37-all
today's hostilities are: Frank is the announcement that plans recorded.
as Goodier, who had been held
Thompson, sprinter, Doug Smith, are in the offing for the Stanford
to two free throws thus far,
In the two successive swim meets, KEN MORK has emerged
sprinter, and George Burget, who Indians to make an appearance
tanked his first set shot. McCashandles the weights with dexter against the Bengals at the COP as the most colorful performer. Yet, in both cases the graceful
lin continued to hit brilliantly
pool on March 19. The Stanford exponent of the backstroke was runner-up in the event which
from outwards of 25 feet. Good ity.
is
probably the strongest team made him such a controversial subject.
ier totaled 13 markers, and his The Schedule of events:
Due to the absence of his pal, DON DRIGGS, Ken agreed to
on
the Pacific Coast, sporting vic
Despite two losses suffered at
teammate McCaslin garnered 14.
enter
the 440 freestyle for the SJC-COP meet Friday. Mark battled
tories
over
San
Jose
State,
the
John Totten paced the locals the hands of Vallejo JC last week, Olympic Club, and the strong Ful- side-by-side with the Jucos' CHUCK MOORE before losing by a
the
Cubs
have
an
abundance
of
with 12 points Friday, while Bill
head. Ken swam only two of the required 17 2/3 laps crawl, the
lerton JC.
Wirt led with the same number talent, which makes them very
rest—backstroke.
logical contenders for NCJCC
on Saturday.
Tuesday Mork tangled with his traditional rival, JOE WILSON,
league honors.
COP Mermen Cop
plus two Gaels, in the 150 backstroke. Ken lost in a photo-finish
4:30 120 yard high hurdles (trials)
sprint that needed the decision of stop watches. The losing margin
Duel With Cubs
shot put and pole vault
was two-tenths of a second.
4:35 440 yard dash (finals(
What
promised
to
be
a
pleasant
The spring scene brings reverberations of criticism as well as
4:45 100 yard dash (trials)
J inter-school swimming meet be- revelation over the balmy weather. Adventists of the art of
discus
tween the Tigers and the Cubs tennis say that the Pacific courts are not up to par. The condition
5:00 120 yard high hurdles (finlast Friday almost turned into a of the overworked courts partly prompted the use of Oak Park
als)
source of embarrassment for the as the site of future net matches.
5:15 100 yard dash (finals)
Bengals.
Competitive swimmers are really feeling the pinch of one
5:30 One mile (final)
The Tigers swam in with a 42 pool for two teams. Fifty mermen engaged in daily workouts at
5:40 880 relay (final)
Gym Team
to 33 win, but going into the last the same time produce many moans and more bumped heads.
Ends Schedule
event of the day, the four-man
Siemering's boxing team, which travels to Modesto for
Two Cubs on All-Five relay, the score was only 35 to the Coach
return match Tuesday, was strengthened this week by the
Coach Bill Anttila's Pacific
31, the Tigers leading. If the
Bill Wirt and Bob Thomas
addition of BOB McMAHON in the 145-pound class. Elongated
gym team concluded its first sea
Cubs had won this event the
son of exhibition and competitive made Stockton JC the only B Di tables would have been reversed Bob will be remembered as the gymnast who kept us spellbound
during high-bar exhibition at the San Diego-COP basketball game.
85ninastics Tuesday in a two- vision team to place two cagers in the Jucos' favor.
Bob has been the gym team's most consistent winner in inter
tram show staged in the campus on the mythical five, chosen an NOT AT FULL STRENGTH
pavilion.
collegiate meets. Incidentally, Bob regularly cleared 12 feet as a
nually by The Guardsman, San
The Bengals were not at full
The squad enjoyed intercolleg- Francisco City College publica strength for last week's tussle, pole vaulter in high school; neither the Pacific trackmen nor the
Cub thinclads has the likes of him.
late P,ay in both the CCAA meet tion.
since Chris Kjeldsen was without
an<l a three-way match which FIRST TEAM
The astute MR. WILL CONNOLY, feature columnist for the
the services of Don Driggs. Don,
Wirt—Stockton
pitted them against San Jose
who is out with sinus trouble, Chronicle, recommended LARRY SIEMERING as some school's
Thomas—Stockton
' a e and Stanford. In addition,
was counted to take the 220 and choice as athletic director In a recent writing. In enumerating his
Payne—San "Francisco
, gymnasts provided half-time
440 free styles. The loss of many off-season duties, Connoly contrasts him to other football
Thomas—Santa Rosa
entertainment at several basketj Driggs meant a shuffling of the coaches of notoriety who take it very easy this time of year. Con
nail games.
Hyatt—Placer.
Tiger team, and as a result men noly includes the clause, "if and when he leaves Pacific," in his
Anttila's charges began their
were put in events that they nor advocation. We trust that Larry won't.
«a*>n with tumbling only but COP Golfers Meet
mally don't enter.
expanded their repertoire to
TWO DOUBLE WINNERS
San Jose Today
Bob "Stainless" Steel and Stan
and
- 6Vents on the high bar
a"d swinging
rings.
Larry Siemering's College of Wright came through with two
golfers tee off for their second victories in the afternoon for the
match of the season today at 2:30 Tigers.
The closest race of the after
when they enage San Jose on the
noon was the 440-yard free style.
Stockton Country Club course.
Chuck Moore of the Cubs beat out (
The Pacific golfers, without the
Plumbing With A Smile
Ken Mork by a head in the time
services of Bub Troyer, champ of
0r
JUni0r
ColIege
Cubs
of
6:13.5.
t
eet Sir Vlrst taste of
his home course at Pacitiempo,
Serving College of the Pacific
While the varsity is away this
tive termcompeti- are still after their first win after
nis
I,.iumori
weekend, the Jucos entertain San
.T.„
tomorrow
when the
Grant at Weber Avenue
Dial 2-0229
being soundly trounced by Cal Francisco State here tomorrow '
With aavel to San Mateo to clash
strong San Mateo JC last Friday.
afternoon.
squad
In the absence of Troyer, Andy
Coach" n league match,
Blossom will be elevated to the
have bppn tlpb ^Iason's netmen
LATEST DISC-HITS
stren
turn 0f t
gthened by the re- number one berth on the Tiger
SERVING PACIFIC
nien in Bin°r°f last ^ letter- team. Directly behind Blossom
Klein
tu unningham and Bud is Wayne Hardin, a gridder and
were origin tW° fellows, who eager in other seasons, who is
nis, decilia^ y °Ut for COP ten' followed by "Prince" Becham,
Radios and Phonographs
°1 JC nio to *abe another year Wayne Vanoose, Red Huff, and
•
helP to the Cnh Sh°AW be a big Tom McKeegan.
Let us supply you with all
n° definite t?
this time'
your musical needs.
• i
annou
aaa hneup has been
News Item — "Sally Rand
nced
Troupe
arrested.
Held
for
ques
five
434 E. WEBER AVE.
DIAL 8-8628
starters
possible
JOHNNY
CALVIN
6
tioning.
Cui
Miller" If
mingham,
107 N. AMERICAN ST.
PHONE 7-7452
2016 Pacific Avenue
son,
' Atwater and FerguMmmm—They'll never pin any
thing on her.
'.•"hVuccessive wins over Jiacra
..nd Placer in playoff comme,ition dropped a pair to San
P
last weekend. The Jucos
Scions for the highest league
VP"
completely
as
• ..rols vanished
•> ~
!" e terrific twins from San Mathose
UrPaslin and G o o d i e r,
if0,
McCashn

track and field meet held in Bax
ter Stadium. Included on today's
schedule, submitted by Intramur
al Manager Carroll Stowell, are
the sprints, hurdles, middle and
long distance races, and various
field contests. Interclass track
competition is slated for next
Wednesday and Thursday

Juco Swimmers Face
San Francisco State
Tomorrow 4 P. M.

MILLER-HAYS CO.

JC Tennis Squad
To San Mateo •

RECORDS

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
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WSSF Carnival Scheduled April 2 COMMUNISM HAS
on the score between COP and DISAPPEARED
Pacific to Compete j San
Jose.
FROM RUSSIA
With San Jose

The Deans? What Do They Do?
I

Pacific's Office of the Deans
5. (Dean of Women) Warn
is more than just the place from dents concerning attendance nr i!
h"ob.
[which you get that "too many i„„,.
lems.
„ . .
!HltU!1«g STUDENTS CONTACTED
(Continued
from
Page
1)
icuts"
card,
or
where
you
go
to
6.
(Dean
of
Men)
All through the week solicitors,
Beginning with the annual Car
Interview
T,,
„ . .
„
„ . 'get those cuts straightened out. students relative to attend-,
T
nival on April 2, COP will com especially trained by WSSF Re
The Iron Gurtain, the Doctor Tt • „ +, ,,
. .
a"Ce
It is actually an organized center problems.
pete with San Jose State during gional Secretary Richard Thomas
stated, is not of recent origin, which makes for smooth and ef7.
Supervise
and
promote
will
contact
students
for
their
its World Student Service
a
but a barrier that has existed ficient handling of student af strong activity program.
fund drive activities extending contributions to the fund. It is through
history. He claimed that!fairs.
8.
(Dean
of
Women)
Arran
hoped,
however,
that
students
throughout the following week
between the years of 1917 and
We have a Dean of Men and for chaperones for all
to determine the champion will respond even if not personal 1938 the allies would have sold
social
a Dean of Women on campus events involving women.
ly interviewed.
money raiser.
the Russians out if they could, and theirs is the responsibility of
Of course there are more Sn
Carnival time will feature the
WSSF is the only direct agency thus giving them a basis for their maintaining an orderly institution
cific Duties if you still wonder
traditional booths sponsored by which provides emergency shel present distrust of us today.
and seeing to it that all the stu- what occupies the time of the
living groups and campus organi ter, food and supplies for Euro
Dr.
Brickley
reflected
that
he
I
dents
are able to receive help with Deans. For instance: The Dean
zations, and dancing to alternate pean and Asiatic students who
their educational difficulties,
of Women must supervise An
with their side shows, skill tests are malnourished, ill with TB, or feels that there-is definitely a'
The General Functions of the
derson Hall, plan all Junior Col.
and hot dogs. Beverley Johnston financially unable to provide for possibility of world peace and i
Deans> Mr. Edward Betz for the
lege social programs, such as
is general chairman of the event. their education. American stu that, should war come, civilization is doomed.
Men, and Miss Beulah Watson for receptions for the new students
Movies and the Pacific Band dents are asked to provide half of
the Women, are as follows:
graduations, etc., and serve as
will spark the drive's first offi the operative costs of World Stu
He praised a recent "Saturday
"The Deans of the men and advisor of the Associated Women
cial day, Monday, April 5, in an dent Relief, an international of Evening Post" article, ."Stalin
evening rally in the Greek fice, through their WSSF cam Thinks I'm Dead," but declaimed, women are the liaison officers, Students; while the Dean of Men
co-ordinating the administrative advises student government af
Theater. The Academy Award pus activities. In so doing they as a whole, cheap contemporary
program and
the
proana I
r0" fairs,
fairs> approves all school trips
"ellccounseling
°uns®llng P
trips,
winner, "Seeds of Destiny," will contribute a small percentage of periodicals and newspapers es- iJtugIdm
g
They
ha11
handle
aI1
dls" and maintains a record of each
be the show.
| f_™'_
,®
their annual investment in foot pecially the Hearst chain. '
i ciplinary problems, and cooperat- student's participation in activball.
SECOND RALLY
,ing together, be responsible for ities.
Other
members
of
the
planning
The second San Jose exchange
! the extracurricular program of
rally of the year is scheduled for committee include: Jeanne In'the college."
Wednesday of drive week, when wood, A1 Hall, Jeanie Grosbach
| These functions in themselves
COP's rivals invade the Audito and Walt Pinska, and Stan Lichare quite a job, and by no means
rium to entertain the campus. enstien, Mahlon Schmidt, Herb
complete the activities. Under a
Also on Wednesday, foreign Hart, Sara Sabelman, and Beth
second grouping comes Specific
The last in a series of five Or
students speakers from Berke Borrar. Adviser is Walt Raitt.
Functions—24 for the Dean of
The European Tour conducted
gan Vespers recitals given by Dr.
ley and Stanford will circulate
Women, and 27 for the Dean of by the College of Pacific will be
Allan
Bacon
will
take
place
Sun
among the classrooms to give BROWN DIRECTS
Men.
resumed this year under the able
day at 4:30 in Morris Chapel.
personal insight into the effective
A few of the more important leadership of President and Mrs.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
ness of WSSF relief work abroad
Brass Ensemble and Tympani functions are:
Burns.
and. to stimulate
collections for it. recital, which was said to be one accompanying Bacon at the organ I 1. Help students to solve their
.
Limited accommodations have
A surprise Assembly is prom- of the best concerts of the year is composed of George Fields, financial problems.
restricted the party to 25 mem
ised for Thursday by the Drive | Part IV: The program ends Trumpet; Bob Smith, Trombone;
2. Handle disciplinary prob bers, and those planning tu go
committee, and arrangements with Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Rus- Gordon Gibson, Trumpet; Dave lems.
should send in their reservations
have been made for a special sian Easter Overture,"
in which
Fred
^ v ti. i.c*x c,
in
WIllLfl j England,' Trombone, and
3. (Dean of Men) See that the as soon as possible. College cred
Chapel service during the regu the composer borrows themes 0wens' Tympani.
following campus- citizenship its (2 or 4) may be secured in
lar Tuesday hour.
from the music of the Russian | Carrying the theme of Easter rules relative to these matters European History or Internation
Sandwiches and cookies will be
orthodox church, and yet gives • selections will include "Prelude are enforced:
al Relations.
sold all week at the special WSSF
a. Smoking.
expression to his own unorthodox to Parsifal" by Wagner "Christ's
The cost of the tour will be
booth outside the Administra
b. Parking.
philosophy. Dorothy Ephreson Entry Into Jerusalem" by Mai
$1920 per person including the
tion building, where a general dis
Veit will be guest harpist with the ling, "The Tumult in the Prae
c. Speed and noise of autos. United States transportation tax.
play will keep the campus posted
d. Location of posters
orchestra.
jtorium" by Maleingreau,
The fare includes transportation
e. Neatness of campus (trash costs;
hotel
accommodations;
from autos, classroom win meals; sightseeing expenses;
dows, etc)
transfer of passengers and bag
f. Marking walls, furniture, gage between hotels, to railways
rest rooms, etc.
etc., services of a competent tour
4. Supervise housing of stu conductor; and taxes on trans
dents.
portation and hotel accommoda
tions as imposed by the foreign
countries visited.
The tour will start from San
COLLEGE MEN
Francisco on June 21st and end
in either Sacramento, Oakland,
Established company offers
or San Francisco (passenger's
convenience) on August 10th.
opportunities to earn money

BACON'S FIFTH
ORGAN RECITAL
SUNDAY

1/1

S/LVU

European Tour
To Be Resumed
Under Burns

working part time now, full
DIAMONDS

time next summer.

Phone 3-3959

WATCHES

M. Friedberger & Co.
Jewelers

WEDGE HEELS

Happiest of playmates for your
carefree hours... these go-everywhere
casuals in bright colors, that skim
along highways and byways with
equal grace and ease. Styled-for-fun, by

SLACKS
Custom

Tailored slacks, continuous waistband,

Hand picked seams . . . charmeen, gaberdine,
Forstmann flannel, bedford cord.
MORE

jmL kuLulifui Juu±

$9.50—$25.00

rU

DOUBLE TALK
ALL RED CALF
13.95

Bob
Noack

6

xford sho

for men one oov I

1718 PACIFIC AVE.

Free Off-street Parking

Erv

P

Eggers
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KAEO RADIO LOG
EVENING, Cont—

EVENING—
7:00 p.^»er Parade
7:00 Ptay®J the Headlines
7:15 gth^dSemi-Classical Music
' '
Sv\ Semi-Classical Music
Semi-Classical Music
Sf sears News
Varsity Variety
: M

8.--15

9f

Vet's NewS\[

ffiSbta

sterworks

Masterworks

Vvi Columbia Masterworks
Xitf Columbia Masterworks
10:00 Sign Off

THURSDAY
7 :00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7:15 Platter Parade
7 :30 Platter Parade
7:45 Here's To Vets
8:00 Headlines that Make History
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Pacific Musicale
9:lo Pacific Musicale
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off

MORNING—

MONDAY

Hga«e°r Parade

MONDAY
7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 060 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off

|:"i5 Platter Parade
7*30 Olson s Caie
J.rX Here's To Vets
u -00 Coach's Conference
flii't Sears News
e-30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Nite Owl
9:15 Nite Owl
9-30 Ex-Committee
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off
TUESDAY
7:00 Sign On
7-00 Platter Parade
7 -15 Platter Parade
7:30 Platter Parade
7:45 Pacific Prevues
8-00 Headlines that Make History
855 Sears News
8 -30 Varsity Varieties
8:45 Varsity Varieties
9:00 A. W. S.
9:15 Nite Owl
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
7:00 Sign On
7:00 Platter Parade
7:15 Olson's Cafe
7:30 Whys and Wherefores
7:45 Whys and Wherefores
8:00 Quarter Hour of Melody
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Varsity Varieties
8:15 Varsity Varieties
9:00 Guest Star
9:15 Navy Band
9:30 News (10 min.)
9:45 Nite Owl
10:00 Sign Off

TUESDAY
7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
7:30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off
THURSDAY
7 :30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 Sears News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off
FRIDAY
7 :30 Sign On
7:30 Crackin' the Dawn
8:00 660 Club
8:15 News
8:30 Mild and Mellow
8:45 Bengal Billboard
9:00 Sign Off

CLOCKING THE FILMS
Theatre

Movie

Fri. & Sat.

Esquire

"To the Ends of the Earth"
"The Wreck of the Hesperus"

Fox California

"You Were Meant for Me"
"The Challenge"

Stockton

"The Swordsman"
"Blondie in the Dough"

State

"I Walk Alone"
"Caged Fury"

BONES

By MANUEL FURTADO
Two students were sitting in the
barber-shop-waiting-chair of the
deans' office. Old hi-school chums
who had drifted into different
crowds. The one with glasses
said he was going to get some
action from the dean.
"I knock myself out for a B.
Then those rah-rah l>oys bring
their "ponies" to exams and they
get B's without cracking a book."
"Why you poor ostrich," said
the second, grinning sympatheti
cally, "haven't you heard? When
in Rome do as the Romans do"
"But the grades you get by
cheating won't get you anywhere
in the long run."
"Leave us not to idealists—this
is 1948. You don't get to be presi
dent by reading text books, you
do it by meeting people—and not
in gray libraries, but on green
golf courses and over dark brown
bars."
Now we could be moralists and
go on to show how the second
guy was so very, very wrong.
But let's be realists: the second
guy was right!

barriers or driving through them.
Traffic Control Court will be with particular attention to the Serving as traffic court members:
^ up at a regular time to deal area near the conservatory.
Mary Ann Ferguson, Bill Cun
with any offenders who disregard
ninghaih, John Grodeon and Dick
3. Speeding on campus.
any °* the following rules:
4. Parking in front or back of Gibson.
Stay out of barriers and in
no way park so as to block them.
Reason for this is a possible fire
LET'S MEET AT —
hazard from cars blocking the
street entrances.
2- Parking
on round corners
•'OR SALE—Beige coat with red
ox collar. Black afternoon
ess. Both size 12—very reaCal1 3"8527

°r

L

COLLEGE
CEANERS
2314

Pacific Avenue

D'AL

2-7774

TURNER

HARDWARE waBlCOM PANY

for spring
flower

Pottery Bowls
Vases

S t a y —.
COMFORTABLE
USE OUR WATER
REPELLENT ON
YOUR SKI TOGS"
AND RAIN WEAR! !

VETERAN'S CREDIT

First closing date for the
screening of applications for the
Pacific Philosophy Institute at
Lake Tahoe June 13 to 20, is set
for April 10, according to the an
nouncement of Dr. William D.
Nietmann, director.
Ail students interested should
place application, with a five dol
lar deposit, by that day to be
positive of acceptance. Total en
rollment will be limited to 100.

arrangements..

815 W'

DRY and

PHILOSOPHY INSTITUTE

Veterans, you may receive cred
it by applying to the registrar
of J. C. 102 Ad. Building on ap
pointment for an evaluation.
This evaluation should be made
and official papers presented to
show the following dates: Entry
into active service; Separation
from active service; and service
schools attended; up to 8 units
may be granted for basic train
ing and two years for active duty
plus additional credit for service
schools attended.
These units will count for the
ART MAJOR
All Sophomores who expect to 60 required for the Associate in
graduate in June 1948 with Asso Art Degree.
ciate in Art Degrees should file
an application with the registrar STUDENT NOTICES
in 102 Administration Building.
In many graduate schools in
This should be done immediately the country, admission depends
so that records may be checked partially on the candidate's stand
and requirements verified. Those ing in certain standard tests. Be
who do not apply will not be ginning with the summer ses
certified for graduation.
sions, therefore, students will be
asked to take a Graduate Aptitude
FREEDOM TRAIN
test.
Dr. W. N. Potter will announce
Tomorrow, the" Freedom Train
will arrive from Bakersfield. It the dates of the test very soon.
will be located on Hazelton be All who expect to take the test
WHAT MAKES SAMMY RUN?
tween California and Stanislaus this semester are asked to give
I've just read "What Makes Streets. The visiting hours will him their names before the Eas
Sammy Run?" It's the story of be from 10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
ter vacation.
a stinkin' little heel named
Sammy Glick, who cheats his way demanding that something be | them what it calls "success." It is
up from office boy to columnist done.
j this conception of success—
to movie writer to producer. He
I wealth and power—that makes
lies, he bluffs, he copies plots, SOME PROPOSALS
I students look upon life as a blind
he "uses" his friends, he doubleHere are some of the propo free-for-all where the poor bloke
crosses his colleagues, he is a sals. (1) Professors should make | that tries to be fair is trampled
big success.
cheating harder and get tough in the dust. As long as MA
That's "the world today" out with those caught cheating. (2) TERIAL SUCCESS is the goal of
side these Gothic walls. Sammy Student organizations should dis life, all the laws and courts that
has the formula for getting courage giving or taking help in can be conceived will not stop
ahead. And the students who examinations. (3) Student laws cheating.
cheat in exams and copy term should be passed governing ex
papers and bang ears are that ams and a student court should STUDENT NOTICE
much better prepared than those punish violators. There is a need
March 12th is the last day stu
who "do it the hard way."
for all of these measures, and dents can drop a course without
This story could end here. But any one would help to some ex penalty of failure. After that in
recently a growing number of tent. But I'm afraid these are order to get a clear withdrawal
students on our campus have in not the solution. Student cheat on the permanent record in the
dicated their willingness to let it ing is the reflection of a society registration office the student
end that way. Conscientious stu that plays its members against must be passing the course at
dents, irked by the unfairness of each other by dangling before , the time they want to drop.
raising the class average with
ghost-writings, and crib-notes, are

Rules and Regulations Of Traffic Court

Eudicj6'

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear
2009 PACIFIC AVE.

1.00 up

Pottery Bowls and vases in a variety of unusual and
attractive designs ... so pretty by themselves, and
very lovely to use for gay spring flower arrangements.

333 E. MAIN ST.

(Open Mon. Eve. Till 9 P. M.)

MAURICE'S SHOES

Weber and American
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Rudf MiehiL

SO THIS IS

B. Coleman
Mary Jo Hamrick
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison

,

By DAVID GERBER
South Hall's first dance,
turing St. Patrick decorati0n
and the music of Bob Van Vran
ken's combo scored a great sUc
cess. The girls had cute little by
books with this information jn
them: I went with
We Saw
They said
After the
dance we
From reliable
sources we heard that the 1^
bit of information was left blank

Editor
Business Manager
Faculty Advisors

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
George Fritz
Norm Ritter
George Fritz
Marian Brimm
Jessie Matheson
Marvin Morganti
Rudie Michel
Joe Stanislawsky
Joel Dardis
Bob Huth
Jackie Case, Lillian Juanitas, Charlotte Verdi

..

Associate Editor
Sports Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Society Editor
Drama Editor
Cartoonist
Associate Sports Editor
Photographer
Exchange Editor
Rewrite

-

FRANK WOLFE says accord
ing to the headlines you can have
all the Mardi Gras spirit y0l)
want as long as it's, not bottled

Reporters: Bill Adams, Lucill Crowell, Marge Ellis, Jim McLeod, Richard
Montague, Jessie Mathesson, Lillian Juanitas, Moss, Keck, Shelby, Gallagher.
Gutherie, McAllister, Pierce Wheeler, Peg Shirley, Bob Haaker, Will Fannon.
Dave Gerber, Bob McMahon, Ted Collins and Nancy Nichols.

GREASED PIG OR A JUMPING BEAN?

EDITORIAL

Have you ever tried to catch an over-activated jumping bean?
Or perhaps you have been successful in putting your hands firmly
"Why should we allow stealing to exist? It is a fact that on the greased pig in one of those contests that are old stand-bys
stealing is becoming a habit and there is no place in our at the perennial county fair? If you happen to be adept at any of
college for these looters. We really aren't proud to have these, or similar feats of skill, you have a good chance of having
the unique honor of talking to Ralph Guild for more than ten
these thieves on our campus.
consecutive seconds.'

LOOTERS!

On February 9, an eight-fifty blouse and an "Explor
ing Art" book were stolen from the Anderson Hall shelves.
Two days later, fifty" dollars were stolen from the girls
locker room. Since then many books have been stolen from
the shelves in Anderson Hall, as well as the shelves at the
entrance to the stacks in the library. Are we as a student
t°dy, going to let this sort of robbery continue? The time
to do something is right now! This is a job for a good re
liable student body ... to be on the alert and aware of the
fact that many students recently have had books, personal
belongings, and money stolen. Let's catch these looters and
have them thrown out of school.
The book store is cooperating in that they will not buy
books unless drop slips are presented. The cooperation of
every student is greatly needed to help eliminate these
looters.

GUYS 'n GALS

The P.S.A. silent movie show
reminds DON HALL of the days
when he first entered Pacific as
a Freshman. . . . ROSS HANNA's playing at last Friday's Hay
Dance was smooth as ever. But
I'm worried about what happened
to those bales of hay after the
dance. . . . The cereal at the dining hall has been tasting seedy
lately.

One of our lassies in West hall
who dates a bearded contestant
is having trouble, she can't keep
blaming her chapped face on the
sun. . . . According to LUCILLE
CROWELL the Sadie Hawkins
State to come to COP in 1940, dance brings in another one ol
where, during his first term, he Lil Abner's characters ... The
lived QUIETLY off the campus, Wolf Gal. . . .
studying hard! As a member of
DEMARCUS BROWN'S Direc
the Freshman Class Committee, tion, TONY RIED'S Staging, and
he wrote the Frosh Campus Day BOB ENGLISH'S acting make
skit (censored, of course). Guild Richard III a noteworthy play to
than collaborated with his Omega see. The Shakespearian play is
Phi frat brother, Bob Nichols, on a soap opera in costume, with
the Sophomore show, "Last Re more murders in it than a mati
sort," (also censored) and then nee kid show
became a booming member of the
Gal of the Week . . . ROMA
Rally Committee. As an M. C. PORTER is the type of girl who
he is tops; Guild just walks in, looks make old men think nos
starts rattling off the usually talgically and young men think
dull announcements and the as way ahead. Brown hair and deep
sembly is in hysterics.
brown eyes accentuate her soft

Otherwise, you might as well4
be content to view him from afar that traveled
and down the
at an assembly or to listen to California coa5t
him on the radio. For, in the SAN JOSE g^ID "NO"
course of our interview with the He was persuaded by San Jose

Let's start in our own back yard! World problems are
much harder to solve.
KEN CULVER

Ralph is a radio major, plan
ning to go into advertising work,
and even now he is well on the
way, holding a job at KXOB in
his spare time. We feel sure he
will go to the top, for he has a
way of putting through his plans,
no matter what the obstructions.
Thanks to Guild, Pacific's spirit
this last year was .terrific, with
train trips, rallies, full rooting
sections and card stunts.

beauty, the same kind of beauty

magazine editors typify for the
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR the Mardi Gras. Far from deny
ideal
college girl.
ing a bit of frolic to those who
Dear Editor:
ROMA is a member of Epfought the war for that purpose, j
mm- mutii„ m .n.n..
silon and hails from Redding.
I would like to congratulate its tone was an admonishment
She fills in her spare time with
for them to wake-up before they
^ ConlI™"ee Chairman, we
you on what was a fine issue of
radio and the A Cappella Choir.
find themselves right back in the racedup and down many fliShts
the Weekly last week, and at the service. Its main appeal was for i St3lrS' saw the old"time movies>
She will also fill in a bathing suit
very nicely in the coming Aqua
same time criticize your editorial the adoption of a plan which'1"3" a marathon around the audi"
cade show. She likes football
policy or rather your apparent might add significance to an ™™ and finally got his life
snatches while he was
very much and his initials are
lack of one.
event which has heretofore proBRUCE ORVIS.
duced for our college considerable f,iendlshly counting the currency
CONTRADICTORY
ignominity.
Ithat came 1:0 Rally and the P.S.A.
Concerning the Mardi Gras and
I from the movie venture.
MARSHALL WINDMILLER. GUILD WAS BORN
world relief you have run contra
dicting editorials in consecutive
I It seems that Guild was born
in Oakland, the year being vague
issues. I know that you feel both PATHETIC WEAKLY
By DAN O'BRIEN
The following year he dug the
'since he is extremely modest
sides on any question should have ear Editor:
holes on the campus for plantingThe
editors
and
staff
members
about
his
age.
At
Technical
High
It
seems
that
spring
is
ap
an opportunity to present their
cases in the paper. Most of us of American college papers have School he was, shall we say, well proaching the campus early this You would ordinarily be ipclined
would agree with this idea, but traditionally spark-plugged the known, being President of the year. Look around and you'll see to think the holes would be quite
shallow since the trees were still
many would be quite emphatic many controversial issues which Student Body, and very active in
beautiful
trees,
their
splendor
en
comparatively young but this was
must
be
either
expressed
or
rethe
theater.
During
this
time
he
in the assertion that the editorial
column is not the proper place. pressed on the campus. In sharp also worked for radio station hanced by their budding blos not so. The holes Mr. Bava dug
I am among those who believe contrast is the gutless, apathetic KLX and played in a USO show soms; you'll see delightful flowers were seven feet deep and three
that a paper's editorials should excuse for existing" attitude
and fresh green bushes; you'll feet in diameter. They were then
with the fertile sail of the
be reasonably consistent. Surely
n g en have bee conspicu see vigorous young ferns deco filled
Redwood.
The trees were placed
you do not mean to allow any
rating the sides of the buildings.
C
"J"T^ ^
in the ground and started on their
one with any opinion the priv ».» There h« been „m,
The man to whom most of the way to maturity. A similar pro
/
ilege of expressing it in an edi lation as to why the combination j Thi<; letter* •
!
18 n0t an attempt credit should go is Mr. Santina cedure was taken with the Syca
of
printer's
ink
and
youthful
in^
torial which, as such, bears the
j to give a lesson in elementary
endorsement of the editorial tellect, usually sure-fire, has journalism. Something is wrong Bava, the head gardener on our mores and the Silver Maples
campus. It was in the year 1923 which are the most common on
failed to stimulate a more ex
leadership?
and a little constructive criticism that he, accompanied by Dr. Bir- the campus.
citing brew than has been evi
would seem to be in order. Is chum, went up to Big Trees in
CHILDISH REFERENCE
denced in recent issues of our
There are over fifty of those
there a lack of talent at Pacific? search of trees to plant on the
Your latest reversal of a stand paper. ,
gorgeous
Camellia bushes scat
I
don't
believe
it—our
radio
de
taken the previous week might
new Pacific campus. Their trip
First I might suggest a recipe
tered about the campus. They
do considerable damage to some for a virile and inspiring college partment is effectively present was not in vain, for they returned
fine proposals if read as thought paper. The ingredients should ing timely and live issues, our not only with Redwoods and Se are one of the first flowers to
lessly as written. It was distinctly include a wholesome editorial ir debate teams can take care of quoia Redwoods, but with the bloom. If some of you boys don't
poor. The childish reference to reverence for the more archaic themselves, and many of our stu Northern Fern as well. The Red know what a Camellia is, look
personalities was far beneath the traditions of the campus, an in dents and faculty members have wood, incidentally, does not suc at your girl friend's hair next
time you take her out. They
dignity of the standards aimed tellectual integrity that precludes proven themselves to be posses cessfully grow in any other state
seem to be the style at this time
at with such items as your three the camouflaging of apparent sors of keen and penetrating in or, for that matter, any other part
of the year.
main stories on page one and the realities, constant investigation tellect. But it is to be hoped that of the world. At that time the
"Bones" column. Obviously the and candid discussion of the con-' no one uses the paper as a crit trees were all of two inches high.
Next time you are drinking in
author had not read the previous troversial issues which should be erion of Pacific abilities. There Mr. Bava took the babies home the luxurious beauties of the cameditorial with much care or he brought to the surface, and the are many evidences that Pacific and placed them in large cans pus, think of the history behind
would have noted that in no way effective use of some subtle sat has matured beyond the "rah- which were filled with fertile soil.1 them and I believe you will appredid it suggest the abolition of ire to point up these issues. These rah" "tee-hee" level of growth.
There he tenderly mothered and ciate and enjoy them that much
GEORGE KORBER—'48.
nourished them for a full year. more.

Beauty Brought By Bava
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